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ONE
INTRODUCTION
The 18-month Destination Tulsa2025 process of research, 
stakeholder engagement, open houses and workshops was 
designed to create a common brand that would attract talent, 
tourism and investment to the Tulsa market. 

The process identified six key characteristics that shape Tulsa’s 
personality—it is Entrepreneurial, Creative, Vibrant, Active, 
Family-Friendly and Historic. From there, the process sought to 
define a Brand Essence for the region—a positioning strategy 
created from Tulsa’s intrinsic strengths and differentiating 
characteristics. 

A brand connects through a logo, distinct language, and through 
the narrative stories it tells. Brands bring people together 
around a shared identity and goals, create connections based 
on both logic and emotional attachment, and at their best foster 
belonging, encourage ambassadorship and create pride.

This document presents a Brand Essence for Tulsa, a visual 
identity and guidelines for its application that will bring the Brand 
Essence to life for our target markets through the creation of 
a marketing and communications campaign that a wide variety 
of Tulsans and people in the surrounding area can use in their 
efforts to attract more residents, visitors and companies to the 
region.
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TWO
BRAND PILLARS
Brand Pillars are the key differentiating characteristics of a  
place; these pillars for Tulsa were identified in multiple workshops 
by stakeholders from many different areas of industry and 
expertise. The pillars identify six different aspects of Tulsa’s 
personality that, taken together, make it the uniquely dynamic 
and attractive region that it is today, and it was from the pillars 
that we were able to create a brand essence for Tulsa.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL
TULSA MAKES ROOM FOR THE CAN-DO AND THE BRING IT ON.

Tulsa has always been full of industrious and ambitious makers 
and doers who recognize needs, solve problems and look beyond. 
Entrepreneurialism is what made us the Oil Capital of the World and a 
leader in aerospace innovation, and it’ll drive the next big Tulsa thing.
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CREATIVE
TULSA IS AN ENGINE OF IDEAS.

Tulsa is home to Bob Dylan’s archives and Woodie Guthrie memories, 
the inventiveness of Fortune 500 energy companies and the upstart 
startups. As Tulsa grows and diversifies, creativity is a partner of 
business and culture.
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VIBRANT
TULSA IS AN INVITATION TO EXPLORE AND ENGAGE.

Cain’s Ballroom on a Friday night with the band on fire and the floor 
vibrating? Guthrie Green packed with people on a sunny Saturday? 
A big game at the BOK Centre with 19,000 people cheering as if their 
lives depended on it? Yes and yes. Tulsa is vivid and alive.
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ACTIVE
TULSA CREATES UNCOMMON VITALITY AND WELL-BEING.

Athletes and adventurers come to sweat at Tulsa Tough. The River 
Parks call Tulsans to their banks, and Turkey Mountain to its fresh 
heights. And now a grand natural heart, the Gathering Place, is an 
invitation to play for all.
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FAMILY-FRIENDLY
TULSA’S WARMTH MAKES EVERY VISIT A HOMECOMING.

Tulsans are easygoing, warm and welcoming—always have been, 
always will be. Kids and their parents have always felt at home here; 
it’s an easy place to love and live in, a reason everyone wants to come 
back to Tulsa time.
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HISTORIC
TULSA HAS STORIES TO TELL AND LEGENDS TO SHARE.

We are the American dream of Route 66, and the spectacular Art Deco 
head offices of the world’s first energy giants. We’re big ranches and 
thick steaks and get ‘er done. And we’re proud to share it with you.
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THREE
BRAND PROMISE
Tulsa is alive—inspiring, imagining and inventing the future, 
creating new events and experiences and new ways to live, 
think, be. We’re builders, makers, facilitators of museums and 
performance, folk and rock, corporate innovation and start-up 
invention. We’re making the many arts of living accessible—
the rejuvenations and activations of nature in our parks, the 
historic marvels of Art Deco architecture and historic Route 
66, the many threads of music that run through our region, 
the possibilities of the next big corporate thing. All our roads 
lead to the excitement of creativity; we’re moving ahead with 
imagination and intelligence into the future.
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FOUR
BRAND ESSENCE
TULSA INSPIRES

Tulsa Inspires is a brand essence that groups together many 
of the Tulsa region’s strengths so that many different players 
and stakeholders can feel that they belong to it. Tulsa Inspires 
not only speaks to creative pursuits of many kinds, from our 
musicians to our artists, but also harnesses the entrepreneurial 
and corporate energies of the region, and includes outdoor 
activity and engagement with nature. Tulsa Inspires both work 
and play, the measurable and the ephemeral. For every citizen, 
every community, Tulsa will inspire something different. And 
by inviting everyone to think of what Tulsa (or Broken Arrow or 
Silver Springs) means to them, they’ll make the brand their own.
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FIVE
BRAND VOICE
Tulsa Inspires is poetically down-to-earth. We’re a plain-speaking 
brand with a no-nonsense, hard-working and innovative edge, 
much like the people we’re speaking to. We get our color and 
flair from the artistry of our Art Deco, the inventiveness and 
imagination of our entrepreneurs, the romance of the Mother 
Road, the talent of our songwriters and the inscrutability of our 
adopted son, Bob Dylan.
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SIX
VISUAL ELEMENTS
Our Visual Elements are the outward expression of Tulsa Inspires. 
These elements set the foundation for visual consistency and an 
emotional connection to our brand. They uniquely set Tulsa apart 
and express our dynamic and creative personality.
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LOGO

Our logo is inspired by Tulsa’s original hardworking 

craftsman, makers, and builders. It’s influenced by 

typefaces found in Tulsa’s early handcrafted signs 

and posters. Together with the bright use of color, 

our logo communicates a strong personality built on 

a foundation of hard work, creativity and innovation.
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LOGO

LOGO VARIATIONS

Our primary uses of the logo are Positive (color) 

and Reversed (out of color).

POSITIVE POSITIVE BLACK & WHITEREVERSED
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LOGO

LOGO DON’TS

Our logo was crafted with care and works best 

when used in the way it was intended. When 

deviated from these uses, the logo loses its 

integrity, equity, and impact.

TULSA
INSPIRES

OKLAHOMA

TULSA
INSPIRES

Correct Don’t type out the logo in the Norwester 
font. Small tweaks have been made and 
spacing/proportions have been carefully 
considered. 

Don’t separate Tulsa and Inspires. They 
belong together just as they are. 

Don’t remove an element of the logo. Don’t distort the logo Don’t use colors outside the guidelines

Don’t create new versions of the logo Don’t substitute the logo with other fonts

Don’t use on busy backgrounds
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LOGO

LOGO CLEAR SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Clear Space

Our logo has been designed to stand strong among 

other visuals. That being said, it still needs space to 

breathe and live on its own.

The minimum clear space required is equal to the 

width of the T in Tulsa. This clear space is applicable 

to all sides of our logo.

Minimum Size

Our logo was crafted to be legible in nearly all sizes, 

but sometimes small is too small. The minimum size 

for our logo is .75” in width.

The minimum required clear space surrounding 
the logo is equal to the width of the T in Tulsa.

The minimum reproduction size for our logo 
is .75 inches in width.

.75 Inch
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TULSA TAG

The Tulsa tag acts not only as a device to hold our 

logo but also as an endorsement when used by 

partners and regional communications.

The Tag is to be placed in the lower right hand corner 

of all marketing material. It should be inset from the 

right by half the width of the tag.

CATOOSA
INSPIRES
SHOPPING 
LOCAL
AND EATING
HEALTHY

LOCAL FARMERS’ MARKET

CATOOSAFARMERSMARKET.COM

HATHAWAY PARK
SATURDAYS 9-2

X X

EDGE OF MEDIA

TAG PLACEMENT & SIZE EXAMPLE

TULSA TAG

PLACEMENT FROM EDGE
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TYPOGRAPHY

Tulsa Inspires typefaces were chosen to specifically 

communicate who we are as a brand. Norwester, 

our primary typeface evokes a historic, bold and 

handcrafted feel. It is born from Tulsa’s early 

signage and posters.

Good is typeface that pairs well with Norwester. It 

shares is boldness and strength with its condensed 

and uniform characters.

Norwester

Norwester is our primary typeface and is used for 

our headlines. Our logo is also derived from this 

typeface.

FF Good

This typeface is used for our secondary copy. The 

medium weight can be used as a bold version with 

the light weight to create a font hierarchy within 

the copy.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!@#$%&()

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789!@#$%^&*()

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789!@#$%^&*()

NORWESTER
USED FOR HEADLINES

GOOD_LIGHT
USED FOR SECONDARY COPY

GOOD_MEDIUM
USED AS A BOLD VERSION WITHIN COPY
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COLOR

Our colors represent the dynamic, active and 

vibrant nature of Tulsa and its people. The bright 

colors compliment the strong, industrious nature 

of the Norwester typeface. Tulsa is alive and active 

and our color palette represents this energy.

We have two color palettes within our brand. 

Choosing which palette to use depends on who the 

message is coming from:

If the message is coming from Tulsa Inspires/Visit 

Tulsa, the Primary Color Palette is used.

If the message is coming from Tulsa’s regional 

partners, the Secondary Color Palette is used.

PRIMARY PALETTE

Our primary color palette is used by Tulsa Inspires/

Visit Tulsa (ex. for out-of-market use).

ROUTE RED

PANTONE 485

C 0
M 95
Y 100
K 0

R 225 
G 39 
B 39

TALLASI BLUE

PANTONE 2765

C 97
M 98
Y 38
K 45

R 30 
G 22 
B 69

DOME BLUE

PANTONE 0821

C 50
M 0
Y 5
K 0

R 113
G 207 
B 235

DECO

PANTONE 522

C 24
M 44
Y 0
K 0

R 187 
G 153 
B 195

OZARK GREEN

PANTONE 339

C 84
M 0
Y 59
K 0

R 0
G 177 
B 137

For use with Tulsa Inspires/Visit Tulsa 
communications.
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COLOR

SECONDARY PALETTE

Our Secondary palette is used for regional messaging 

by our regional partners.

SHADOW 
MOUNTAIN

PANTONE 666

C 39
M 43
Y 14
K 0

R 161 
G 145 
B 177

BLUE WHALE

PANTONE 7709

C 62
M 0
Y 18
K 6

R 97 
G 177
B 187

GREAT PLAINS

PANTONE 7535

C 10
M 11
Y 23
K 19

R 183 
G 176 
B 156

MEADOW GOLD

PANTONE 472

C 1
M 46
Y 63
K 1

R 229 
G 158 
B 109

MOHAWK

PANTONE 558

C 36
M 3
Y 28
K 4

R 154 
G 190 
B 170

ZINK

PANTONE 7546

C 73
M 45
Y 24
K 66

R 37 
G 55 
B 70

For use with Regional Partners communications.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Our photography feels real, authentic and uniquely 

Tulsa. We capture the moments between what is 

expected. We aim to create emotion and connection 

with our photography. This means using people 

and locations that look authentic to Tulsa. A loose, 

gritty and unpolished shot (as long as it is well 

considered) can live along side a beautiful portrait 

of a small business owner. Tulsa is diverse and our 

photography is, too.

To tie together the variety of styles, we turn our 

full-color photographs into 2-color duotones. This 

treatment colors our photographs in a recognizable 

and impactful way and ensures our bold headlines 

are legible and readable.

Just like our Primary and Secondary Color Palettes, 

our duotones follow usage rules based on who the 

message is coming from:

If the message is coming from Tulsa Inspires/Visit 

Tulsa, the Primary Duotone Color Palette is used.

If the message is coming from Tulsa’s regional 

partners, the Secondary Duotone Color Palette is 

used.

Primary Duotone Color Palette

Use the Primary Duotone Color Palette when the 

communication is coming from Visit Tulsa.

Secondary Duotone Color Palette

Use the Secondary Duotone Color Palette when the 

communication is coming from Tulsa’s municipalities 

and partners.

Although our palettes consist of 
a variety of colours, the duotones 
must always use the dark blue 
color within each palette.

For use with Tulsa Inspires/Visit Tulsa communications. For use with Tulsa Regional Partners communications.

PRIMARY DUTONE COLOR PALETTE
(same as Brand Primary Color Palette)

SECONDARY DUTONE COLOR PALETTE
(same as Brand Secondary Color Palette)

+ +
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TONE OF VOICE
AND HEADLINES

Tulsa Inspires is intended be flexible enough that 

everyone can make it meaningful for them. Tulsa 

(and regional partners) can Inspire logic—business, 

entrepreneurs and risk taking—as well as magic, in the 

form of the arts, festivals and recreational activities. 

As you work with Tulsa Inspires, see what flows 

naturally, and don’t be afraid to try different ways to 

get the message across. Tulsa Inspires works whether 

you’re trying to be specific or more general. You can 

say ‘Tulsa Inspires more walking’, and you can say 

‘Tulsa Inspires Mike to walk to school’, or Tulsa Inspires 

Lisa’s first 5K walk. You can say ‘Tulsa Inspires the 

best minds and the brightest ideas’ and ‘Tulsa Inspires 

startup TTech to locate downtown.’ You can try ‘Tulsa 

Inspires farmers’ markets, or ‘Tulsa Inspires fresh and 

local eating.’ The general and the specific have their 

place, and you’ll know, after creating a few messages, 

which work best. 

Humor can be part of Tulsa Inspires, too, and you 

can be literal or more imaginative. Try ‘Tulsa Inspires 

singing out loud when you don’t know the words’ to 

refer to a festival, for instance. Visuals can be the 

humorous aspect: ‘Tulsa Inspires blood sweat and 

tears’ works over an image of a tattoo artist working. 

TULSA
 INSPIRES
 SINGING
 OUT LOUD
 WHEN YOU
 DON’T KNOW
 THE WORDS

Complimentary colour 
to background

White text

HEADLINE EXAMPLESHeadlines to be set solid (font size: 50pt 
Leading: 50pt)
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SEVEN
BRAND APPLICATION
OBJECTIVES

1 Demonstrate that Tulsa inspires many people in many   
 ways—so that prospective talent, visitors and investors can  
 see themselves as part of the Tulsa story. 

2  Design the campaign to be interactive, so that locals, visitors  
 and prospects can co-author it. The more people contribute  
 to the narrative, the more effectively and more directly we  
 reach our audiences. 

3  Lead everyone in our target markets to understand   
 that what Tulsa really inspires is them—both personally  
 and professionally—and make them proud ambassadors  
 of the Tulsa brand.
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TALENT/BUSINESS EVENTS ATTRACTION STUDENT ATTRACTION

OUT-OF-MARKET 
ADVERTISING
APPLICATIONS

When our visual elements come together they create 

unique, bold, colorful and impactful communication. 

Our out-of-market advertising promotes Tulsa to 

attract prospective talent, visitors and investors. 

Short, strong headlines are paired with our colorful 

imagery to communicate Tulsa’s many stories. The 

Tulsa Inspires logo tag is always present in these 

types of communication.

These examples are coming from Tulsa Inspires/Visit 

Tulsa and make use of the Primary Color Palettes.
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TOURISM ATTRACTION COMPANY ATTRACTION

OUT-OF-MARKET 
ADVERTISING
APPLICATIONS
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PERSONALITY MESSAGING BILLBOARD CULTURAL/ARTS MESSAGING POSTER

REGIONAL ADVERTISING 
APPLICATIONS

Our regional advertising campaign focuses on the 

people, events and businesses in Tulsa. It has been 

designed to give Tulsa and our regional partners 

the flexibility and the possibility of customizing 

language and messages to their own audiences.

The Tulsa Inspires logo tag is always present to give 

brand awareness but also a brand endorsement.

These examples are coming from Tulsa Regional 

Partners and make use of the Secondary Color 

Palettes.
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EVENT SIGN ENTREPRENEURIAL MESSAGING POSTER

REGIONAL ADVERTISING 
APPLICATIONS
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DIGITAL MEDIA
APPLICATIONS

Tulsa Inspires visual language needs to extend to all 

brand touchpoints. Web and social communications 

should communicate the same brand personality as 

all other communications.

WEBSITE CONCEPT

SOCIAL APPLICATION
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MERCHANDISING
APPLICATIONS

Our brand evokes a sense of pride and has been 

designed to be customized and adopted by all 

of Tulsa. Merchandising and apparel are a great 

vehicles to spread our message and to show our 

pride for Tulsa.

TOTE BAGRETAIL STORE WINDOW STICKER PINS/BUTTONS T-SHIRT
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PLACEMAKING
APPLICATIONS

Tulsa is creative, inspiring and vibrant. Our city 

reflects this with murals, festivals, performances, 

gathering places and events. The Tulsa Inspires 

visual identity is designed to partner and elevate 

these cultural touchpoints.

MURAL

EVENT STAGE ART INSTALLATION
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